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A word from
Michael Young
Here we ago again with Volume 03 of
the Sheung Wan Herald, “a day late and
a dollar short” (as they say in the music
industry).
It has however been an exciting quarter
with lots of new contracts and clients
that continuously allow us to invest in
pushing the boundaries. We’ve also
welcomed in new team members, and
launched new work in watches, lighting,
and shelving, which, after a year or more
in development, we are super happy to
put in to print.
Our main focus this issue, is on keeping
a cultural, spiritual, and creative balance.
I feel that our travels are as important as
online research and design time. Thus in
this edition we feature a recent studio
trip to Takigahara Farm, in Komatsu,
Japan, care of Teruo Kurosaki, a
Magical Mystery Tour of craft, food
and culture. A big thank you to the
team at the farm.
Stay tuned for Volume 4, we’re really
looking forward to sharing some of
our new work for a project that came
from a talk I gave recently in Istanbul
to revive an old Turkish ceramic brand,
Gorbon.
We love design for the real reasons that
it exists for, so we hope you enjoy the
content and contributions the MYS team
bring’s to the design universe.
Made for you all.
Love and peace,
Michael

Part One.
A Recent Case Study

Takigahara Farm
Komatsu, Ishikawa, Japan
December 2016
Komatsu sits on the western
coast, of Ishikawa prefecture,
Japan, an hours flight
from Tokyo almost directly
west. We’d been invited to
participate in a kind of design
exchange program set up on a
farm by a legend of Japanese
Design, Teruo Kurosaki.
Kurosaki established the multifaceted
cultural design farm to stimulate local
business in the area over the last few
years. He has bought several traditional
houses in the area and renovated them
to facilitate various projects. Having
regenerated farms from neglected old
paddocks, the local farmers now have
a network to sell their produce to a
farmers market in Tokyo , which Kurosaki
established a few years ago, outside the

United Nations University. On
the design side, the program
connects local craftsmen with
designers to sell their hand
crafted works across the world.
During the week we stayed in a
150 year old traditional wooden
house, and visited wood workshops, ceramics studios, sake
factories, incense producers, and
architectural fabricators, in an effort to
design some objects for sale in galleries next
year. The other purpose of this journey, was
to get healthy. We’d do this by hiking through
the nearby mountains, and indulging in the
local produce. As Michael explains; “We’re
here for the benefit of creativity, and the life
experience, so that, hopefully, we may offer
design that is infinitely thoughtful.”

Day 1. December 4.

Day 2. December 5.

We’ve had some seriously early starts
before, but the combination of some
stressfull deadlines and a late night
packing, resulted in one of those ‘is it too
late to bother sleeping?’ moments. We
met at the airport for an orange juice and
flew to Haneda for a transfer and landed in
Komatsu after dark.

The exhaustion we faced after a long day
of travel ate into our plans for an early
start. But we gathered our strength over
a home-cooked hot breakfast and green
tea and set out in the rain to scale the
mountain tops nearby. Our ambitious
attitude for off piste paths had rapid
ramifications. It got serious, quickly, and
before we knew it we were hauling our
out-of-shape bodies up cliff walls using
precariously hung ropes.

We were met at the airport by the beaming
smile, long bleached hair and ridiculously
small van of Ryo, who whisked us away to
the farm where dinner was well underway.
This made the cumbersome days transport
worth every moment. The fireplace in the
living room was lit to grill steak, raw fish
was carefully sliced, and a silly amount of
vegetables prepared from the gardens
outside.

We made the summit of Kurakakeyama
mountain and watched the rain start to
roll in. During the walk down the sun
broke through the trees and we made
it back to the farm in a couple of hours.
Another home grown meal ensued and
the exercise induced inspiration began to
kick in.

Day 3 December 6.
Today we woke to the smell of Alex cooking
sausages. To begin to repay the hospitality
of the farm team we offered to cook a
traditional English breakfast, however we
couldn’t locate most of the ingredients, or
a copy of The Sun. Nonetheless, Alex did a
fine job, and we set out to meet the Kamide
Choemon Ceramics.
This sixth generation company, founded
in 1879, makes beautifully hand crafted
objects for food and tea. Hand painted in
traditional style Kutani glazes in painstaking
detail, with some designs unchanged since
the company’s inception. They gave us a
beautiful tour of their facility, with every
facet of production from mould making to
colour glazing all archived and arranged
with a curated accuracy. The team couldn’t
have been more accomodating and we
deeply thank them for their time.

If you’ve ever followed Michael on
Instagram, or even bumped into him on
the street, he has probably told you his
love for all things Nigel Cabourn. Michael
has nothing short of an obsession for the
British fashion designer. As it turns out,
one of his best distributors has a small, but
beautiful shop in the area and a quick visit
to Phaeton didn’t disappoint. Fortuitously,
Michael’s fandom of Nigel Cabourn
preceeded him, and the owner made a
special trip out to meet us.
The early start, and the brutally cold
weather outside meant we were destined
for only one stop on the way home: onsen.
In our western culture, nudity doesn’t tend
to feature so heavily in a workplace, but a
few jeers and giggles were quickly quashed
by the oppressively hot water which, while
soothing and deeply cleansing, was simply
too hot for our unconditioned skin! We
didn’t last long and opted for ramen to
warm our tired bodies instead.

Photos on this page by Yoichi Nailki.

Day 4 December 7.

Alex snores like crazy. While we love
tatami matts, and don’t mind sleeping
in a shared room, Alex’s snoring was a
significant hindrance. When we woke up
from an arduous night, Alex, fresh and
rested, was working away in the only
warm nook of the entire house (above).
There was a bevy of emails which needed
responding to and just when we started
getting a handle on the day’s work, lovely

Ryo came over and said “Ready to go?”
“Err.. What?”
“We go in five minutes? Yeah?”
Michael leaned to me and christined the rest
of the trip The Magical Mystery Tour. “Who
knows what’s coming next, but its going to
be amazing.”
So we swiftly gathered the warmest of our
very few garments, and made ourselves
comfortable in the back of Ryo’s suspiciously

small van. We drove for a while to a
shop, Gato Mikio that makes the most
impressive wood turning we’ve ever
seen, and has been since 1908. Typified
by its wooden wine glasses, complete
with skinny stem and 1mm wall thickness.
How the hell do they do this? We hoped
the answer was ‘let me take you to the
factory and show you’ but even better,
we were off to the school where they
teach these prodigious skills.
The tools and chisels were unlike ones
we’d ever seen before, Ryo nudged us
towards a room with a furnace, where
they were making the tools from steel,
on site, incredible. A pile of bowls were
stacked three deep in the corner, each
of them glorious, but in this school, they

were discarded as mere practice. The
attention to detail was amazing.
We headed back to the house, and hurtled
through the to-do list until Kurosaki-san
arrived shortly after dark, dressed in a
Thom Browne suit, paired with Michael’s
2003 classic T-shirt which simply read
‘bollocks’.
We managed to convince the team to take
us on another onsen adventure late at
night, and at about 11pm we sat our naked
bums in a steaming hot outdoor bath, as
the rain began to fall. Park for a moment
the inter-office nudity, this was a pretty
magical occasion, which left us well relaxed,
and well placed to tackle the following day.

Day 5 December 8.
Morning rolled around. Same old broken
nights sleep thanks to Alex’s fog horn. We
again made a coffee and began our daily
administrative emails when, again, Ryo
came over and said, “You guys ready to
go in ten?” But this time adding a further
caveat: “oh, and we’re not coming back to
the farm, you should take all your things”.
We piled into a few cars for a trip across
town to meet Mr Shinji Wada, Komatsu
City Mayor in a brief but formal meeting. Mr
Kurosaki introduced our team and we had a
chat about the local resources. After a brief
Kodak moment, we were off to see a moss
garden, another Kurosaki initiative.
Kurosaki has helped fund the rejuvination
of this garden and adjacent shrine to
provide wedding venues and zen spaces
for the local community. This is one of hte
few areas in Japan where this type of moss
flourishes, and it was spectacular, even in
the drizzle and bitter cold. The moss was
so clean, soft, plentiful and consistent, it
almost looked ‘out of focus’.

After, in the van, Ryo announced the
heartwarming words: ‘Next stop sake’.
Yis is the man, (above). He knows
everything sake, and he’s one cool dude.
Showing up in what could easily be
confused for a Nigel Cabourn take on
Japanese uniforms, he greeted us outside
the factory explaining how the ball of cedar
leaves outside sets the tone for the sake
seasons - when it’s green they start the
fermentation, when its brown, they finish,
and replace the ball.

This factory didn’t look like most we visit
(bottom left), these guys are specialists.
One room is freezing, one room is hotter
than Tahiti, one is dry, one is humid, one
needs dry shoe covers, one is an inch deep
in water. But in every direction you look,
there is attention to detail. Small hooks in
machine parts, built to hold one tool, yellow
paint hand written on vats which denotes
dates or batch numbers. And every detail
counts. It is all able to be detected in the
taste. But while the subtleties were lost
on us sake philistines, the process is not.
Process and composition are things that any
creative person can apply to any subject.
Alex couldn’t resist immediately opening
one of the four bottles we bought in the gift
shop and discovered that sparkling sake is
one of the best things one will ever taste.
Back in the van Michael began sifting
through some emails and inquired, “What’s
the plan now Teruo?” To which he said, “We
go to your talk”
“Sorry?” said Michael.
“Your presentation to the students at the
Craft Bridge. Do you have it ready?”
We were fiarly sure this was the first we’d
heard of any lecture, but to his credit,
Michael delivered a polished hour-long
lecture to a packed room of students using
only the studios web site.

All photos on this page by Yoichi Nailki,
except the rice raking, centre.

Day 6 December 9.
On the final day we met in the hotel lobby
and after a few stops in local design
stores, were taken to a traditional paper
factory, Sugihara Paper. Japanese washi
paper predates paper from anywhere
else in the world, perhaps this is why it is
so central to traditional Japense interior
design. But, how do they make such huge,
flat panels? We were walked through
every step of the hands-on processes, still
produced in traditional style. Frames are
dunked into baths of pulp, evenly sloshed
around and then peeled off and between
layers of bamboo matts to dry. We could
have watched it for hours. The detail that
goes into each motion is represented in
the final product, giving us a new found
appreciation of the naturally occurring
patterns. Amazing stuff.
We had a flight home booked the
following day, which meant in a few
hours, we’d be heading for the bullet
train back to Tokyo. This left only a small
window to add one final stop on the
Mystery Tour and it delivered in a very
fitting way. Washi paper is a historically
cultural craft in Japan and as we were in
the heart of paper making, we were to
visit a temple dedicated to the gods of
paper. Huge trees, stoic bronze statues,
perfect details and a few quiet moments
to wrap up our trip.

We bid a sad farewell to our hosts who walked us
all the way to the platform to ensure we managed
to safely navigate our way through the complex
network of National Railways, onto the bullet train
at Kyoto and back to the serenity of the Cerulean
Towers in a flash. One brief night in Tokyo, and a
morning trip to the Nigel Cabourn flagship and it
was all over. It all happened so fast.

There’s a few little things to say at the end here.
Firstly thanks to Mr Kurosaki for organising this trip.
Kaga for the inspiration. Ryo for the driving (above).
Miuru for the cooking. Most of the photos were
taken by the studio but Yoichi Nailki took all the
good ones, as indicated on each page. Follow
@takigaharafarm on instagram for more of the good
stuff and www.takigaharafarm.com for more info.

Marble shelf
New clip on marble shelf for Van Den Weghe Items launched at Interieur Belgium.
Three small wedges fasten to the wall,
and a 7.5˚ taper on the stone shelf
locks it in using gravity only, like a
woodworkers dovetail joint.
The boys in Belgium did a great job of
executing this vision, and we’ve been
very happy with the result of this limited
edition piece.

Part Two.
News From The Studio.

Pierr De Vals Stone,
1m x 270mm x 60mm
www.vandenweghe.be

Studio upgrade
Over the past few months we’ve been
updating elements of our Sheung Wan
office piece by piece. We’ve clad many
of the new partitions in the Ecoustic
acoustic wall panelling we created
for Instyle Australia. But our favourite
recent addition is our ‘real life Pinterest board’ which will be a constantly
updated evolving board of materials
and object inspiration collected from
various travels and projects.

Zens - Bamboo lighting
We have recently embarked on a long term project
with Chinese homewares brand Zens, that aims to
create cultural and ecologically responsible products
manufactured in the region.
The first collaboration is a range of lighting, recently
launched at the Guangzhou Design Week IDF. The
range of bamboo-based lights aims to promote a local
material which is a cultural icon of China, but rarely
used in a technical way.

The bamboo has an inherent sense of warmth and
beauty, each light has its own shape, form and life.
This is the studio’s first attempt to celebrate design in
a multicultural way for a new generation.
The lamps are available in either paper or glass shades
in three colours, the bamboo is also offered in three
finishes giving a wide range of colour combinations.
For more info check out www.zenslifestyle.com

Ciga Design
We launch our new watch for Ciga Design in March.
In an era where design watches are
released with increasing regularity, the
skeleton watch typology remains largely
untouched by contemporary designers.
The visibility of every component was a
huge inspiration for this project.
Michael comments: “The watch design
was inspired by the strong outlines of the
automatic movement. Ultimately we made
a housing, a structure to hold the inner
and essential components.” Says Michael.
The casing and movement integrate
in a seamless way to give the object
strength and unity while celebrating its
transparency. “We integrated the watch
so that it became whole and a complete
object. A holistic design that makes the
mechanisms the visual interface.”
Details: 44mm stainless steel casing,
automatic movement, Milanese mesh
band. www.cigadesign.com

MYS City Guide
We always have visiting clients and friends asking for tips for Hong Kong,
so our team has put together a little 24 hour plan here with a mix of tourist attractions and hidden haunts we keep coming back to.
Everyone who visits HK goes to the Peak,
because it’s awesome. But to stretch your
legs a little further, head to Shek O Rd, and
walk the Dragons Back hiking trail. Do it
early so it’s quiet. It’ll take a couple of hours
and ends in Shek O for breakfast. You
might bump into Sara, a Shek O local.
Grab a cab into Wan Chai for what Ben
claims is the best hidden view of Hong
Kong. The Hopewell Centre in Wan Chai is
a 62 floor skyscraper with a glass elevator
that rockets you up above the skyline to its
top floor Grand Buffet restaurant. We’ve
not eaten there, but a cheeky ride in the
elevator is well worth it.
Just around the corner is the neighbourhood of Star, Sun and Moon Street. Lots
of nice little design and fashion shops to
poke about and grab a coffee at Classified.
Notably, you’ll find a bunch of Michael
Young for eoq objects in Archetypal.
Almost lunch time? Take a short cab or
tram ride to Maxim’s Palace at City Hall.
Not only is the dim sum excellent, but the
view is good and tea pots are beautiful.
Walk along the harbour front to the Star
Ferry and scoot across to Kowloon. The
ferry is a serene way to look back up at the
skyline, but also, at $3.40 it’s a bargain.

Now to explore the industrial side of the city.
Grab a cab to Reclamation St and Canton
Rd. This area is an endless fascination for
kids who grew up playing with Lego and
became designers. At one end its all things
kitchen, then as you walk north, it’s every
weird hardware object one could imagine,
from tools for any job, to metal suppliers, to
a shop that sells more springs than we knew
existed. More bricolage joy can be found in
Sham Shui Po. Hit Ap Liu St for fabrics and
leather, and the market by the MTR for more
computer-part kind of inspo like magnets,
fans, motors and lighting.
Almost time for a beer? Our studio favourite
Club 71, (Ben even had his job interview
here) is a mostly-outdoor bar, in the lane
ways behind Hollywood Rd. Its super low
key, flip flop friendly and popular with the
creative community on a Friday night.
Alex’s favourite restaurant La Vache is
just up the street. They only server salad,
steak and fries, but each of those things are
exectued perfectly, service and interior are
also top notch.
There are tons of places to find a beer after
dinner, if you’re out late Salon 10 will keep
you going until the wee hours. And for late
night snacks? Under the escalator, Burger
Circus is open till 3am on weekends, the
interior is adorable and Alex reminds us that
“the whiskey milkshakes are amazing”.

Oxygen Chair
Hedge Gallery
2015
This aluminium foam chair, is made like a cupcake. In an open
top cylindrical steel tool, the material expands under immense
temperature and rises up to varying heights. We then CNC cut
the seat form, and finally anodize it in a custom made bath,
which has nonuniform colour variations.

Part Three.
Previous Projects.

The Oxygen Chair has recently been acquired by
the The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
(SFMOMA) for its permanent collection.

Zixag
Studio Series
2010
This collection was the result of two years work and research
into the modern Mac user, featuring a bag for every tech
item one may need. The quilting process is not only used
as a decorative feature, but as a functional way to build in
padding to protect your valuables.

Emeco
Lancaster Chair
2013
In 2013, this collection was Emeco’s first foray into componentbased design, using cast aluminium seats and wooden legs.
The ash-wood components are made by an Amish factory in
Lancaster County, providing the collection with its name.
New for 2016, the Lancaster Chair now comes in powder
coated white, as shown below.

Lasvit
Homune Table
2012

EOQ
Dub Light
2013

“We discovered that by blowing glass into only one metal tool
and cutting it at different lengths we could make logical and
functional structures.” Michael Young

The Dub Lights are a natural evolution of our award winning Bramah
lighting range. Using the same raw extrusion, we machine a lot more
aluminium away, and cover the resulting shape with a glass diffuser.
The Glass shades are packed separately enabling you to create your
own colour combinations.

Eops
i24R3 Speaker Remote
2008
We admit, we’re throwing it back a bit here, back to
2008. But we loved this simple remote for a wireless
speaker system and it doesn’t get seen very often. These
kind of forms are seen around more these days, but in
2008 we had to fight for these details.

Instyle
Ecoustic wall panelling
2015
The Ecoustic range we designed for Instyle Australia is made of
50% recycled material, and able to absorb up to 95% of sound in
the right conditions. We have recently added several panels to our
office interior, and they look and sound superb.
On top of all that, we love having Australian clients!

And finally....
While this page wasn’t specifically designed
to be dedicated to studio milestones, we’d
feel remiss if we didn’t mention that Ben
recently notched up ten years in the office.
Thanks for the hard work and grey hairs Ben!

For more information find us at
www.michael-young.com
Or find michaelyoungstudio on
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